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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this program was to investigate the use of liquids 
derived from coal either by mild gasification or supercritica1 .extrac
tion (SCE) to promote direct liquefaction of Illinois coal. Some 
organic su1fur-, nitrogen-, and oxygen-containing compounds have been 
found to enhance liquefaction reactions. Illinois coal can be used to 
produce liquids rich in these types of compounds, which could be used to 
increase liquefaction rates, resulting in improved process economics. 
An integrated process combining direct liquefaction with mild gasifica
tion or SCE of coal is being developed by IGT. 

In this two-year program recently developed molecular probe techniques 
were used to assess the activity of three coal-derived liquids with 
respect to accelerating (A) hydrogen transfer, (B) carbon-carbon bond 
cleavage, (C) free radical flux, and (D) hydrocracking activity. Three 
sample liquids were prepared from IBC-I06 coal by: mild gasification in 
an isothermal free-fall reactor (IFFR), steam treatment/mild gasificati
on in a fixed-bed reactor (ST/FBR), and SCE using toluene. For compari
son, tests were also performed on a Wilsonville recycle solvent (RS) 
and on benzyl phenyl sulfide (BPS), a "benchmark" promoter. Sam
ple/blank pairs were tested at 400°-425°C in laboratory microreactors, 
and effectiveness was based on the increase in extent of a key reaction 
for each sample containing coal liquid, compared to its blank. 

In general, the IFFR liquid was the most effective liquid for promoting 
hydrogen transfer (+21%) and free radical flux (+107%), while the SCE 
liquid was the most effective promoter of C-C bond cleavage selectivity 
(+119%) and hydrocracking (+359%). The ST/FBR liquid was slightly less 
effective than the IFFR liquid in all categories. BPS was used primari
ly to validate the adequacy of the methods. Significantly, all three 
coal liquids were more effective than RS, which suppressed the reaction 
rate in Method B and had no effect in Methods A and C. Based on these 
results, it was concluded that addition of IFFR liquid to a coa1jRS 
slurry could significantly increase the liquefaction reactivity. 

A conceptual process flow diagram was devised, using the IGT MILDGAS 
process to produce promoter liquid and char, U-GAS char gasification to 
produce hydrogen, and the Wilsonville ITSL configuration for coal 
liquefaction. Future development should involve laboratory-scale coal 
liquefaction tests to determine the effect of coa1:promoter ratio and 
key process indices such as hydrogen consumption and distillate yield. 

This project is funded by the U. S. Department of Energy (METe) and by the 
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources as part of their cost
shared program. 
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